ABSTRACT Bends in nucleic acid helices can be quantified in a transient electric birefringence (TEB) experiment from the ratio of the terminal decay times of the bent molecule and its fully duplex counterpart (T-ratio method). The apparent bend angles can be extracted from the experimental T-ratios through the application of static (equilibrium-ensemble) hydrodynamic models; however, such models do not properly address the faster component(s) of the birefringence decay profile, which can represent up to 80% of the total birefringence signal for large bend angles. To address this latter issue, the relative amplitudes of the components in the birefringence decay profile have been analyzed through a series of Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations. Decay profiles have been simulated for three-, five-, and nine-bead models representing RNA molecules with central bends of 300, 600, and 900, and with various degrees of associated angle dispersion. The BD simulations are in close agreement with experimental results for the fractional amplitudes, suggesting that both amplitudes and terminal T-ratios can be used as a measure of the magnitudes of bends in the helix axis. Although the current results indicate that it is generally not possible to distinguish between relatively fixed and highly flexible bends from single T-ratio measurements, because they can lead to similar reductions in terminal decay time and amplitude, measurements of the dependence of the fractional amplitudes on helix length may afford such a distinction.
INTRODUCTION
The quantitative characterization of the global geometries and flexibilities of simple, nonhelix structural elements in RNA and DNA is an important prerequisite for an understanding of both their individual biological roles and their participation in the formation of higher order structure. To this end, transient electric birefringence (TEB) has proved to be a useful tool (e.g., Hagerman, 1996) , because the method is capable of providing precise estimates of the rotational diffusion constants for relatively short (-100-200 bp) nucleic acid helices that either possess or lack centrally placed nonhelix elements.
In the preceding investigation (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) it was demonstrated that a particular form of the TEB method, the -ratio approach, is capable of quantifying the apparent angles-and in some instances, the angle dispersions-introduced between flanking helices by various nonhelix elements (e.g., bulges, loops, branches, etc.). The T-ratio approach has typically relied on a comparison of the terminal (slow) decay times for linear and element-containing helices, where the ratio of the decay times is related to the bend angle through a Monte Carlo analysis of the (static) ensemble-averaged decay times of bent versus nonbent hydrodynamic chains. Although the use of the static model is both rapid and quantitatively valid, it is not applicable for modeling the faster component(s) in the birefringence decay profile. Because these faster components comprise up to 80% of the total birefringence amplitude as the bend angles approach 900 (Friederich et al., 1995; Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) , substantial information pertaining to both helix conformation and dynamics is being lost if the interpretation of the decay profiles is restricted to the terminal decay times.
Therefore, in an effort to develop a more complete, quantitative picture of the decay profile for helices possessing centrally located bends, corresponding bead representations will be examined using dynamics approaches. The current analysis utilizes Brownian dynamics simulations for RNA helices that include both intrinsic flexibility and hydrodynamic interactions, and generally follows the earlier analysis by Allison and Nambi (1992) , except for the addition of central bends that are either fixed, or which possess increased flexibility relative to the surrounding helix. It is demonstrated that the relative amplitudes are sensitive not only to the bend angle per se, but also to the intrinsic flexibility of the helix, although the distinction between stable and dispersive angles is surprisingly subtle. The angle-dependent amplitudes derived from the current Brownian dynamics analysis are in close agreement with the experimental amplitude-angle relationship for a series of RNA bulges (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) , suggesting that relatively simple dynamics models are capable of quantitatively representing the birefringence response of nucleic acids possessing elements of tertiary structure.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Birefringence decay of a rigid body In an effort to gain an understanding of the origin of the birefringence decay profile and, in particular, the relative amplitudes of the individual exponential components, it is instructive to consider the birefringence decay of a rigid body (Wegener et al., 1979) . The diffusional motion of a rigid body is conveniently described in a coordinate frame determined by the three principal components of the rotational diffusion tensor. The optical polarizability of a molecule in this principal (diffusion) frame can be described by a symmetrical, second-rank tensor. The overall polarizability of an ensemble of molecules in solution at any time is then given as the average over all orientations of the molecules, resulting in an (average) optical polarizability tensor of the solution in the laboratory frame. The difference between the solution polarizabilities, a33 and all (average zz and xx tensor components in the laboratory frame, respectively, where the field E = Ex), averaged over all molecules in the solution, characterizes the solution birefringence. Finally, the probability of finding a molecule in a certain alignment with respect to the axis of orientational asymmetry (the field direction) is given (as a low-field approximation) by the product of an alignment tensor and the square of the applied field strength. This expression arises from a Taylor expansion of the Boltzmann probability for any orientation of the molecules in the electric field (to second order in E). The elements of the alignment tensor are determined by the electric polarizability tensor as well as products of components (dyadic tensor) of a possible permanent dipole moment of the molecule.
In their rigid-body analysis, Wegener et al. (1979) demonstrated that the general solution of the diffusion equation (in spherical coordinates) gives rise to the expression +2 Aa(t)/E2 = C E OiI1exp(-t/r1) (1) i=-2 for the field-free decay of birefringence (Aa) following transient alignment in an external field (E) . This expression possesses up to five exponential terms, which reflects the fact that symmetrical, second-rank tensors (the diffusion, optical polarizability, and alignment tensors) in spherical coordinates possess five independent components, which are linear combinations of the Cartesian components (Rose, 1957; Wegener et al., 1979) . (Although symmetrical second-rank tensors possess up to six distinct elements, the trace of the tensor is invariant under rotation; thus there is a maximum of five independent components.) The analysis of Wegener et al. (1979) is particularly noteworthy for its demonstration that the amplitudes, OiIi, associated with each exponential term are products of separable contributions of the alignment tensor (Ii terms) and the optical polarizability tensor (Oi terms), at least to order E2. Furthermore, Wegener et al. (1979) demonstrated that the slowest (i = 0) and fastest (i = 2) decay components were the only terms whose amplitudes contained only diagonal elements of the optical polarizability and alignment tensors; the other three components (i = -2, -1, 1) are given by has extremely important consequences for the study of birefringence decay. Specifically, for any structure that possesses sufficient symmetry for the optical polarizability and alignment tensors to be (approximately) diagonal in the principal (diffusion) frame, the decay profile will possess only two exponential components with nonzero amplitude: the fastest and the slowest.
More recently, Wegener (1986) analyzed the specific case of a centrally bent rod, modeled as a collection of 20 hydrodynamic centers; the analysis incorporated intrachain hydrodynamic interactions and considered various orienting mechanisms. Wegener concluded that the field-free birefringence decay profiles possess, at most, two exponentials. In this regard, for symmetrical, once-bent RNA helices, two-exponential decay profiles are observed almost exclusively (e.g., Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) , suggesting that intrinsic flexibility, if it does not substantially destroy the symmetry of the molecule, will preserve the two-exponential profile. Furthermore, the fact that three of the amplitude terms are determined by products of off-diagonal tensor elements suggests that substantial molecular asymmetry may be tolerated before these latter amplitudes would become significant. This issue is currently being investigated separately.
The flexible, three-bead (trumbell) dynamical model Roitman and Zimm (1984a,b; Roitman, 1984) have provided a solution for the dynamics of birefringence decay for a three-bead "trumbell" model in which intrinsic flexibility is introduced through a harmonic, interbead bending potential, p(O) = Ef?/2, where 0 is the bend angle (0 = X -Xr of Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b, consider X is the angle between the connecting segments and 7r (radians) represents the colinear arrangement of the two segments) between the two segments connecting the two outer beads to the central bead (bend vertex) , and where E is a spring force constant. The associated Boltzmann factor for a given angle is exp(-Z02), where Z = Ed2kT. The trumbell model also provides for the inclusion of stable bends (0. in the current terminology), where p(0) = E(0 -00)2/2. The model does not include hydrodynamic interactions among the beads; however, neglect of the latter is probably not serious, because Mellado et al. (1988) found only a small (-10%) change in the slow decay time upon removal of hydrodynamic interactions for a two-subunit structure connected by a flexible hinge. The numerical solution of the diffusion equation for this system indicates that the inclusion of flexibility will lead to a significant (fast) birefringence decay component (-10%) for linear molecules in the size range of the persistence length of the chain. Furthermore, the model predicts that even moderate bends (450) will lead to a substantial decrease in the amplitude of the slow decay component, in contrast to the prediction of the rigid-rod products of off-diagonal tensor elements. Wegener's result model (Wegener et al., 1979 ) (see Fig. 1 ).
Two features of the trumbell model should be noted. First, starting from the assumption of symmetry (i.e., a common principal coordinate frame) for the three tensors, Roitman and Zimm (1984b; Roitman, 1984) demonstrated that the inclusion of either flexibility or stable bends (or both) essentially preserves the two-exponential character of the decay profile, with additional, fast components comprising less than 3% of the total amplitude. Furthermore, although representing linear or bent DNA or RNA helices by only three hydrodynamic centers, the decay time and amplitude behavior of the trumbell (Roitman, 1984) is strikingly similar to that of experimental decay curves for RNA molecules possessing central bends (Gast et al., 1994; Amiri and Hagerman, 1994; Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b; Friederich et al., 1995 McCammon, 1978; Fixman, 1978a,b (Northrup et al., 1984; Sharp et al., 1987; Luty et Antosiewicz and McCammon, 1995) , the dynamics of su-0 percoiled DNA (Chirico and Langowski, 1994) , and the o reorientational dynamics of DNA upon application of electric fields (Grycuk et al., 1994) . The approach has also been (Allison and Nambi, 1992) .
METHODS
Brownian dynamics simulations and data analysis Brownian dynamics simulations were performed using a procedure similar to the one described by Allison and Nambi (1992) . For the simulations described in the current work, individual RNA molecules are represented by a chain of N beads (N = 3, 5, or 9), the centers of which are connected by N -1 bonds. The reference bond length for a given chain is specified as the contour length of the RNA molecule divided by the number of bonds. During the course of the simulations, the bonds were constrained to their preset values by using an iterative constraint-satisfaction algorithm, SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) , or were subject to a harmonic bond-stretching potential about the reference bond length. Dynamic chain flexibility was introduced through harmonic bending potentials between adjacent bonds (i.e., bending vertices at the bead centers); additional static and/or dynamic bending was introduced at the central bead angle. The bending potentials were assumed to be isotropic, with no distinction made between roll and tilt bending. Random starting chain configurations were generated as a Boltzmann ensemble, using Monte Carlo methods.
The Ermak-McCammon method (Ermak and McCammon, 1978) was used to solve the Langevin equation of motion,
where r (t) and r (t + At) are the positions of bead i before and after time step At; Fj is the force acting on bead j due to the harmonic bond stretching and bending potentials between beads; D.. is the diffusion tensor (see below); Ri(At) is a Gaussian random vector obtained from Gaussian random numbers (IMSL subroutine, GGNSM; IMSL, 1980) , with deviates weighted by the elements of the hydrodynamic interaction tensor (Ermak and McCammon, 1978) ; and k and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature (°K), respectively. T was set to 277°K (4°C) in the BD simulations, the same temperature that was used in our experimental birefringence decay measurements. Hydrodynamic interactions among the beads were computed from the Rotne-Prager (3 X 3) tensor of the bead system for nonoverlapping beads (Rotne and Prager, 1969) , with Dii = kTI(6wqrqou)I (3) for bead i, and Ai = kT(8'n-10rij)- [(I + ) +oif ( I--1) (4) for j + i, where o-is the hydrodynamic bead radius, r and rij are the vectorial and scalar separations between beads i and j, I is the unit tensor, r :r is the dyadic product of the corresponding interbead vector, and q. is the macroscopic (water) viscosity.
Parameterization of the bending force constants and bead diameters for the linear control molecule with uniform persistence length was performed by comparing ensembleaveraged diffusion constants for the N-bead models (N = 3, 5, or 9) with the corresponding "virtually" touching bead model described in the previous article (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997 (Bloomfield et al., 1974) . The central bend angle and the force constant for the central harmonic bending potential were systematically varied in different ensembles of BD simulations to obtain the functional dependence of the time constants and amplitudes on those parameters. The normalized birefringence decay curves were computed from the ensemble averages of the following expression:
where C is a normalization constant, and where the bi are unit bond vectors (Allison and Nambi, 1992) . Thus the double sum is taken over the second Legendre polynomial (P2) of the cosine of the angle between bead bond i at time to and bead bond j at time to + t (for all bond pairs). The cos2 term in the second Legendre polynomial corresponds to an Euler transformation of the polarization component along a bond vector, j, at time t and an initial orientation of bond vector i, where the Euler transformation is specified by the angle between the two bonds. It should be noted that the functional form of the double sum (above) assumes an induced-dipole orienting mechanism with an e2 or E4 field dependence (Allison and Nambi, 1992) . Allison and Nambi (1992) noted that there were no significant differences between the decay characteristics for the simulated ensembles using pure induced or permanent dipole-orienting mechanisms for linear DNA. However, in his study of rigid bent rods, Wegener (1986) found that the relative amplitudes (but not the time constants) of the birefringence decay profiles were dependent on the orienting mechanism (pure or mixed dipole character), particularly for large bend angles. Thus, with respect to relative amplitude, the current results are valid only for the induced dipole case, or where the influence of permanent dipoles on orientation is small. For the decay times, however, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the experimental birefringence decay profiles become independent of field strength for sufficiently low E; precise knowledge of the orienting mechanism is not required. This (experimental) criterion has the added advantage of ruling out field-induced distortions of the molecule under study, an assumption that is implicit in the simulations.
The ensemble average, (An(t)/An(0)), was accumulated at each time step, A\t, by pointwise averaging over 1000-10,000 trajectories per ensemble. The time step was varied between 0.31 ns and 2.5 ns, with no significant differences (less than 5%) noted in the bend-angle distribution functions or in the slow decay time constants and amplitudes for ensembles of simulations. Accordingly, time steps of 2.0 ns (three-bead model) or 1.0 ns (five-and nine-bead models) were used for most simulations. The fast decay time constant was not analyzed in detail, because its value is influenced significantly by both the step time and the data reduction process (see below). Each trajectory was recorded after a period of equilibration (500-1500 time steps) and was extended out to 12-15 tts. The computation of one trajectory for the three-, five-, and nine-bead models required 1.9, 4.5, and 11 s of CPU time, respectively, on an Indigo Extreme workstation (R8000 processor; Silicon Graphics). The ensemble-average birefringence decay curves were reduced to 40-500 points through window averaging, and were subsequently fit to a double-exponential decay function by the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method (Press et al., 1992) in essentially the same fashion as for the analysis of experimental TEB decay curves (e.g., Hagerman, 1995a,b, 1996) , thus affording a direct comparison between the results of (BD) simulation ing potential instead of a fixed-length constraint, thus allowing a -5% variation in the bond length during the BD runs, resulted in insignificant (<5%) alterations in the decay times.
The statistical error for the slow decay times and slow (fractional) amplitudes, estimated from independent ensembles (each comprising 5000-10,000 trajectories), was -5% for stable bend angles of 0°and 30°, and approached 10% for the larger angles (600 and 90°). Although it is known from the numerical solutions of the diffusion equation of the three-bead "trumbell" model that the birefringence decay can contain more than two exponentials (Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b) , the additional components make up less than -3% of the total decay amplitude. Moreover, whereas additional decay components have been reported for longer DNA molecules (e.g., 367 bp; Lewis et al., 1988) , additional components have not been observed for RNA molecules shorter than -200 bp (Gast et al., 1994; Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b; Friederich et al., 1995; Hagerman, 1994, 1996) . The addition of a third exponential term to either the experimental or BD simulation results (this work) did not reduce the x2 statistic significantly in the LM analysis.
RESULTS
The fractional amplitude of the slowest decay component is sensitive to both the mean and the dispersion of the bend angle
In studying the birefringence response of nucleic acid helices that possess both intrinsic flexibility and central bends (possibly with additional flexibility), it is important to begin with a consideration of the field-free decay profile of a rigid, bent rod, because certain properties (e.g., large fast decay component) previously ascribed to flexibility or heterogeneity are, in fact, expected for the rigid system. Intrinsic and/or bend-associated flexibility can then be introduced to gauge the sensitivity of the various decay parameters to flexibility per se. The decay parameters for the rigid, symmetrical system are displayed in Fig. 1 Roitman (1984) for the elastic hinge (trumbell) model (Roitman and Zimm, 1984a) .
Inspection of Fig. 1 A reveals that the introduction of intrinsic chain flexibility has very little effect on the angledependent i-ratio for the slowest decay time, as expected from previous work (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a; Vacano and Hagerman, 1997 (Roitman, 1984) . Thus, although a single (terminal) i-ratio is a sensitive measure of the apparent (mean) angle of a central bend (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) , such T-ratios, by themselves, provide only limited information on bend-angle dispersion, particularly for bends approaching 900. In other words, the reduction in i-ratio at 450, due to added bend dispersion, is not distinguishable from a more rigid bend in the vicinity of 70-80°. However, as discussed in the preceding paper (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) , i-ratio information can be used to set bounds on the added angle dispersion. One fares little better when considering the faster decay component, because the slowing of that component (e.g., at 450) is again approximately equivalent to a more static bend of larger angle (Fig. 1 A) , both situations reflecting a greater departure of the chain configuration from linearity, and hence a larger frictional component about the principal axis of asymmetry. However, the analysis of Roitman (1984) does indicate that additional (small amplitude) fast components may appear for larger bend angles, and that such components may depend strongly on the internal chain dynamics.
One significant advantage of the incorporation of chain dynamics into the analysis of birefringence decay is the ability to study the amplitude behavior for the various decay components (Roitman, 1984; Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b; Lewis et al., 1988; Allison and Nambi, 1992) . Again, one can use the amplitudes of Wegener et al. (1979) as a point of departure in considering the effects of additional bendassociated flexibility (Fig. 1 B) . In this instance, the analysis of Roitman (1984; Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b) indicates that the addition of either intrinsic or bend-associated flexibility results in a striking reduction in the fractional amplitude of the terminal decay component; again, such effects are most pronounced for apparent angles that are far removed from 900.
Superimposed on the computational results are experimental data for bulge-induced bends in RNA (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) . It is evident that the data are incompatible with a rigid helix; however, the data are consistent with the known flexibility of RNA (-700 A) (Gast and Hagerman, 1991; Kebbekus et al., 1995) in the absence of any substantial (additional) bend-associated flexibility. As expected, the experimental data fall close to the limiting curve for the rigid helix (or flexible elastic hinge model) at 90°. Thus, at least at the level of the three-bead dynamics representation of a flexible chain (Roitman, 1984; Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b) , the effects of additional bend-angle dispersion in the vicinity of 900 are particularly subtle. It is encouraging that even a relatively simple (three-bead) representation can reproduce many of the features of the birefringence decay profile.
Finally, one can, in principle, use the variation in total birefringence amplitude with apparent angle as an independent means of gauging the combined contributions of intrinsic and bend-angle-associated flexibilities on chain distributions (Fig. 2) Plots are given for Z = 8 ( ), 4 (-), 2 (---), and I (----). Wegener, 1986) can be used to estimate the angle-dependent variation for rigid as well as flexible chains, because the total birefringence effectively samples a rigid distribution of conformations (i.e., on the time scale of the interaction of light with the molecules). We use the expression Moreover, additional flexibility has been represented through the angle distribution function,
(8) where Z = Ed2kT (Roitman and Zimm, 1984a) . This analysis predicts a fourfold drop in signal (at 900) relative to the 00 value for a rigid helix, in agreement with more recent results of Wegener (1986) ; however, as the helix becomes more flexible, the angle-dependent decrease is much less pronounced. Although this effect has not been explored experimentally in any detail, the observed drop in birefringence signal for RNA bends spanning the range of 00 to 900 is less than -30%, as expected for the RNA helix (Friederich and Hagerman, unpublished results).
The absence of any dependence of the decay times and fractional amplitudes on the strength of the orienting field defines an operational "lowfield" criterion for comparing experimental and computed decay profiles for nucleic acid helices Both static and dynamic representations of the birefringence decay profile assume "low-field," limiting behavior of the molecules being modeled (Wegener et al., 1979; Roitman and Zimm, 1984a,b; Allison and Nambi, 1992) . In effect, this assumption implies that once the field is turned off, neither the structure nor the internal dynamics of the molecules are functions of the strength of the orienting field. Of course, the total birefringence amplitude will exhibit a strong field dependence, but this latter property simply reflects a greater net orientation-the normalized decay profile is assumed to be independent of changes in field strength for an induced-dipole orienting mechanism (see Introduction). In this regard, significant field-strength-dependent effects on fractional amplitudes and decay times have been observed for the electric dichroism decay profiles of small DNA fragments at high fields (Diekmann et al., 1982) , and for the TEB decay profiles of larger DNA fragments at relatively low fields (Stellwagen, 1981; Elias and Eden, 1981; Hagerman, 1981 ; Lewis et al., 1986 Lewis et al., , 1988 .
The computational studies cited above generally couch "low-field" behavior in terms of E2 (Kerr law) behavior; that is, a low-field domain in which the total birefringence amplitude increases as the square of the strength of the orienting field. However, as discussed previously Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b; Friederich et al., 1995; Amiri and Hagerman, 1996) , despite observed departures from Kerr law behavior above 6-8 kV/cm (e.g., Fig. 3 ). Brownian dynamics simulations provide an accurate representation of the birefringence decay profiles for RNA molecules that possess central bends
As discussed above, whereas the equilibrium-ensemble approach (Hagerman and Zimm, 1981) accurately represents the relationship between terminal T-ratios for bent versus linear DNA or RNA molecules and the magnitude of the bend (Roitman, 1984) , it is incapable of representing either the fractional amnplitudes or the faster decay time for the decay profile. For this latter purpose, dynamical approaches must be employed. Therefore, to examine the influence of bends on the predicted decay curves, Brownian dynamics simulations were performed on a series of model chains comprising three, five, or nine beads, each representing a 150-bp RNA molecule that possesses either a fixed bend or a point of increased flexibility at its center. Representative (computed) TEB decay curves for molecules possessing central bends of 00, 300, 600, or 900 are displayed in Fig. 4 , A-C, for each bead model. For comparison, a set of experimental decay curves is displayed (Fig. 4 D) for 148-bp RNA molecules that possess no bulge (0°; linear control duplex), a U2 bulge (-400), a U4 bulge (-60°), or an A6 bulge (-900) (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) . As is evident from Fig. 4 , the simulated decay curves display the same features as the experimental profiles; in particular, both experimental and simulated decay curves possess a characteristic double-exponential form. Furthermore, the T-ratios (Fig. 5 ) and terminal (fractional) amplitudes (Fig. 6 ) decrease with increasing bend angle for all simulation (bead) models, as anticipated from the earlier dynamics analysis of Roitman (1984) , and in close agreement with the experimental data for RNA bulges (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) . In considering the comparison between the experimental and computational systems, it should be noted that the experimentally derived bend angles for the bulges were estimated solely from the terminal T-ratios on the basis of the equilibrium-ensemble approach (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1996; Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) . Moreover, the simulated decay profiles for chains possessing bends are related to the experimental results imental decay time and amplitude behavior to the low-field (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) . RNA concentration: -0.13 ,ug/ulI. Buffer: 5 mM NaPO4, 0.125 mM NaEDTA, pH 7.2. Temperature: 4°C. The decay curves in A represent averages over 128 accumulated transients, whereas the curves in B and C are averages over 256 transients. Other experimental procedures are as described in Zacharias and Hagerman (1995a,b) . Associated fast (f) and slow (s) decay times (r, ,us) and fractional slow amplitudes (a) are as follows: Table 1 . (D) Experimental decay curves corresponding to 00 (linear 148-bp RNA) (@), -40°(U2 bulge) (U), -60°(U4 bulge) (A), and -90°(A6 bulge) (V) (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) . The latter angles were estimated from an analysis of the terminal decay times (T-ratio approach), using the equilibrium-ensemble method. Decay times and amplitudes for the curves in D are provided in table 2 (absence of Mg2+) of Zacharias and Hagerman (1995a) .
erties of the unbent molecules/chains, with no adjustable parameters for a model with a specified bend. The most striking aspect of the Brownian dynamics simulations is the close agreement of the T-ratios with the corresponding values derived from the equilibrium-ensemble approach (Fig. 5) (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) . This agreement supports the application of i-ratio determinations using the latter approach, which is a much faster computational process. It should be noted that the important quantities in the Brownian dynamics analysis are not the absolute values of the slow and fast decay times and amplitudes, because such quantities can be adjusted for the linear species by small changes in bead radii; rather, quantities of interest are the decay time ratios (both between linear and 1984a,b; Roitman, 1984 bent species, and between fast and slow phases) and the fractional amplitudes. Whereas the T-ratios for the slow decay component in the Brownian dynamics simulations evidence remarkable agreement with the equilibrium-ensemble results, even for the three-bead case (Fig. 5) , decay times for the fast component in the decay profile (relative to the slower decay time) are more accurately predicted by models containing more beads. This latter result is consistent with earlier Brownian dynamics simulations of linear DNA (Lewis et al., 1988; Allison and Nambi, 1992) . Finally, it is evident from Fig. 4 (see also Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) . It was noted earlier (Fig. 1 B) that the fractional amplitudes of bend-containing RNA molecules are much smaller than predicted on the basis of rigid-rod or bead models, but that even the simple, three-bead dynamics model (Roitman, 1984) yields reasonable agreement with the experimental results when intrinsic helix flexibility is taken into account. This amplitude behavior has been examined in more detail FIGURE 6 Amplitudes for the slow decay component, obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations. Models: V, three-bead; * five-bead; 0, nine-bead; A, trumbell model of Roitman and Zimm (1984a,b; Roitman, 1984 (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a,b) . (Fig. 6, Table 1 ) for the Brownian dynamics models, and within the standard errors of the simulation results generally confirms the behavior predicted by Roitman (1984) . Moreover, the simulated amplitudes generally lie quite close to the experimental values for the bulge series (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) , with simulated values slightly above the experimental values for angles in the 30°-60°range, and all in quantitative agreement for angles approaching 90°.
There are two additional aspects of the amplitude behavior that deserve comment. First, for angles in the 30°-60°r ange, there appears to be a slight trend to larger slow amplitudes for a given angle as the number of beads in the model increases from three to nine. Although this trend may well reflect the fact that larger numbers of beads provide a better representation of the experimental system, we cannot yet exclude small effects due to the increased level of non-Gaussian noise (1-5%) in the decay profiles for larger bead numbers (Fig. 4) . Second, the small differences between the computed and experimental amplitudes may reflect residual uncertainties associated with the assignment of interbead angle variances based on the comparison of linear (experimental and computational) species, or the existence of a small reduction in intrinsic stiffness at the bulge for the experimental system. This latter issue will be addressed in the next section; however, the results presented in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the Brownian dynamics approach generally provides an excellent representation of the slow amplitude for bent helices. The total angle at any given instant is the sum of the stable (specified) angle and the instantaneous angle due to thermal fluctuations (see Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) . #Fractional (slow) amplitude of the simulated birefringence decay profile; the relative amplitude associated with the fast phase is 1 -a. §Tf and T. ae the time constants (ps) associated with the fast and slow decay components, respectively. Standard errors (expressed as % mean) for the slow decay times and amplitudes are -5% for 0°and 300 angles, and 10% for 60°and 900 angles.
Analysis of the influence of additional flexibility at the site of bending In the preceding sections, the results of static and Brownian dynamics computations were presented for N-bead models in which the central bends lack any additional flexibility (increased angle dispersion) over the intrinsic flexibility of the surrounding helix. However, it is generally not known a priori whether a particular nonhelix element is more flexible than its flanking helices. One approach to the issue of increased angle dispersion was presented in the preceding article (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) , in which it was demonstrated that multiple T-ratio measurements, employing pairs of variably phased bends, could provide information regarding both lateral and torsional dispersion. However, the phasing method, which considers only the terminal decay times, is quite involved at the experimental level (Friederich et al., manuscript in preparation) . An alternative approach, suggested by Fig. 1 B, would involve an analysis of the slow (fractional) amplitude, because this quantity is sensitive to the intrinsic flexibility of the molecules being evaluated, particularly for apparent angles that are less than 0 -80°. Therefore, to examine the influence of additional angular dispersion on the birefringence decay profile, Brownian dynamics simulations have been performed for five-bead chains representing 150-bp RNA molecules, where the central bend is either stable (specified O.; ()"1/2 equal to that of the linear control) or purely dispersive (0. = 00, (&o2)1/2 equivalent to 00 + (02)1i/2ear). The results for this set of simulations are displayed in Fig. 7 . It is evident that neither the -ratios nor the fractional amplitudes afford a clear distinction between fixed and dispersive bends; however, it will turn out that the similar decay profiles (T-ratios and amplitudes) for the two types of bend are, to some extent, a result of the length of the molecules chosen for study. This last issue will be discussed below.
In addition, the characteristics of the birefringence decay profiles were examined for bends of mixed fixed and dispersive character. Five-bead models possessing central bends of 300, 600, and 90°were examined for various central bend angle force constants. The distribution functions for the central bend angles are displayed in Fig. 8 . The major consequence of added dispersion is a shift in the peak of the distribution functions (and the rms angles) toward 900, with the largest shifts occurring for the smallest angles. This result is entirely consistent with the results of a similar analysis using the equilibrium-ensemble approach (Vacano and Hagerman, 1997) . It should be noted that for a fixed bend of 900, there is a slight shift to smaller angles; this appears to be a consequence of self-exclusion for chains possessing the most acute bends.
The consequences of the shift in the distribution functions can be appreciated by examining the results of Brownian dynamics simulations for the cases represented in Fig. 8 . When the T-ratios and amplitudes are plotted for the values of the stable (specified) angles (Fig. 9 , A and C, respectively), there is a significant spread of the ratios and amplitudes that is particularly pronounced for the 30°bend. This spread is a consequence of the dispersive character of the bends and, in particular, shifts in the angle distributions, as can be appreciated by replotting the dependent quantities versus the "corrected" bend angles, where 0cOi-= 00 + AOrms (Fig. 9, B and D) . Again, these results demonstrate that fixed and dispersive bends lead to very similar birefringence decay profiles, at least with respect to the terminal T-ratios and amplitudes.
The similar behaviors of fixed and dispersive bends for RNA molecules in the 150-250-bp range can be understood by examining the bend angle distribution functions for a simple case, namely, the trumbell model. A comparison of the distribution functions for the central bend of the trumbell is provided in Fig. 10 for various values of the bending force constant (representing chains of different lengths). For a chain that is longer than the persistence length (e.g., Z = 1.0; corresponding to an RNA of -200-250 bp), the fixed and dispersive angle distribution functions are quite similar to one another, although they clearly differ from the distribution function for the linear chain (Fig. 10 A) . As a consequence, the decay profiles for stable and purely dispersive bends are nearly identical, an observation that reinforces the previous conclusion that the TEB experiment is responding to the distributional average properties of the ensemble (Roitman and Zimm, 1984b; Roitman, 1984) .
However, for shorter (or stiffer) chains (Z = 4, rigid), the distributions for the fixed bends become much narrower than the distributions for the dispersive bends (Fig. 10, and C), reflecting the loss of configurational dispersion from the rest of the chain (increasing Z). As a consequence, the fractional slow amplitudes diverge for the two cases (Fig. 10, E and F) . For the case depicted in Fig. 10 fractional amplitudes are nearly equal for Z = 1 (0.603, stable bend; 0.636, increased dispersion). However, as the helix becomes increasingly rigid (or shorter), the amplitude for the stable bend approaches 1.0, whereas the amplitude for the dispersive bend approaches 0.81, a difference of 19%, readily detectable with current TEB instrumentation (e.g., Amiri and Hagerman, 1996) . Over the same range, the variation in the -ratios for the two cases is much smaller (-5%). Thus, although highly approximate, this analysis makes an interesting experimental prediction: for a given nonhelix element, the fractional slow amplitude will increase with decreasing fragment length, and in a manner that depends on whether the bend is stable or dispersive in character; whereas the apparent angle, itself derived from the T-ratio, will experience relatively modest variation (see also Vacano and Hagerman, 1997 shift in the maximum of the bend angle distribution from 00 due to the change in central flexibility (see Fig. 8 ).
even though the latter are expected to provide additional (and undoubtedly better) (trFRET) (e.g., Eis and Millar, 1993) , are particularly useful for the specific assessment of angle dispersion. Note that although the distributions are given in degrees, the above expressions utilize angles in radians. The corresponding TEB decay curves for each case are displayed in D, E, and F, respectively. The curves were generated from tabulated amplitude and decay time data presented by Roitman and Zimm (1984b; Roitman, 1984) .
CONCLUSIONS
The current investigation has demonstrated that Brownian dynamics simulations are capable of accurately describing both the i-ratios and fractional amplitudes associated with the birefringence decay profiles of RNA molecules possessing central bends. The T-ratios derived from the current simulations are nearly identical to the corresponding -ratios determined from the equilibrium-ensemble approach, indicating that either method can be used for the purpose of obtaining ensemble-average (mean) angles for bends associated with various nonhelix elements in RNA (or DNA).
Moreover, the current simulations predict a correlation between bend angles and the fractional (slow) amplitudes for bulge-containing RNA molecules that is in good agreement with previous experimental observations ( Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995a) .
A more detailed Brownian dynamics analysis of molecules with central bends of variable dispersive character reveals that the distinction between stable and dispersive bends is quite subtle; a clear distinction between stable and dispersive bends generally cannot be made on the basis of single TEB measurements, particularly for molecules of -150 bp or greater; additional defining measurements are required. The similar behavior for stable and dispersive bends derives from the fact that the terminal decay behavior is determined largely by the ensemble-average properties of the chain, an observation that was made originally by Roitman and Zimm (1984a,b; Roitman, 1984 ; see also Allison and Nambi, 1992) . However, the current analysis also indicates that under certain circumstances (i.e., apparent angles less than -80°; sufficiently short/stiff molecules), the fractional amplitudes may reveal differences between stable and highly flexible bends.
